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In the context of innovation, “trust” has become a topic of great 

concern and is considered a key component to innovative challenges. 

Consider the following three news clips. Each prompts various 

questions that address trust between humans and technology. How  

do we trust a fully automated robot and understand it as a relational 

partner? Should trust even be part of the discussion with AI? Are  

self-driving cars an innovation we should trust to save lives? Can we 

trust schools and their use of digital services with our children?

Can we manage to build trust in the context of these questions?

The answers are far from straightforward.

Trust in an Innovative Age
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Tesla’s Autopilot Could
Save the Lives of

Millions, But It Will Kill
Some People First

The complicated ethics of Elon Musk’s grand
autonomous vehicle experiment.

! A nonfatal crash in Laguna Beach, Calif., in May 2018, involving a Tesla in Autopilot mode and an unoccupied police cruiser. SOURCE:
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School apps track students from classroom to bathroom,
and parents are struggling to keep up

A digital hall-pass app that tracks bathroom trips is the latest
school software to raise privacy concerns

By Heather Kelly

October 29

When Christian Chase wants to take a bathroom break at his high school, he can’t just raise his
hand.

Instead, the 17-year-old senior makes a special request on his school-issued Chromebook
computer. A teacher approves it pending any red flags in the system, such as another student he
should avoid out in the hall at the same time, then logs him back in on his return. If he were out of
class for more than a set amount of time, the application would summon an administrator to check
on him.

Heritage High School in Loudoun County, Va., introduced the software, called e-Hallpass, in
September as a way to track trips to the bathroom, the nurse’s office, the principal or other places
on campus. It collects the data for each student’s comings and goings so approved administrators
can see pass histories or look for patterns.

“I just think it’s a violation of our privacy, and I don’t think it’s something that needs to be in place.
I would understand if it was something for specific people or even underclassmen,” said Chase,
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Trust – a deeply interpersonal relation – is challenged 
in the context of innovation and technology. Innovation, 
defined by novelty and newness and subsequent infu-
sion into our social lives, is difficult to trust. Can I trust 
that new medical procedure? Is my new phone spying on 
me? Or even worse, does tech allow my friends and fam-
ily to spy on me? It is reflected in the current outcries 
against Big Tech, for the reassurance of privacy, and 
for knowing, transparently, designers’ intentions. 

 Yet, imagine we never trusted new technologies at 
all. Because of the uncertainty associated with the 
technology, we would not engage with it. It would be in-
credibly difficult to have any innovative change. Yet in-
novation has tremendous potential for individuals, our 
societies, and environment. And considering the world 
around us, we clearly do engage with innovation. For an 
innovation – whether it be social, technological, envi-
ronmental, economical – to become ingrained in a soci-

ety and reach its potential, the object of newness must 
be accepted by the broader public: in some form, there 
must be trust surrounding innovation. Because trust 
allows us to find a measure of security and allows us to 
engage in innovative scenarios.

 The burning question: What is trust really and what 
is it in the context of innovation? Despite its colloquial 
use, trust is quite an elusive concept closely related to 
reliability. Traditionally built through interpersonal re-
lationships, it can be hard to grasp what trust vis-à-vis 
an innovation might look like. The aim of this whitepaper 
is to define what trust is, in its fundamental form. We 
will follow the path of an imagined individual, Sascha, 
building trust in relation to innovation and tech in suc-
cessive layers that radiate out from the individual core: 
“I trust you.” Through this thought experiment, the var-
ious “building stones” that are part of trust become 
elucidated. 

http://www.ethix.ch
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Trust is a future-oriented, interpersonal relationship 
between you and at least one other individual. It in-
volves a prediction: you make assumptions about per-
son B’s goodwill or intentions in relation to your per-
sonal envisioned outcomes. There is a perception of 
shared values and beliefs with person B and vice versa. 
 We can imagine trust as an arch that provides a 
sound path towards a future goal, even if there are un-
certainties and risks in the way. This arch is constructed 
with building stones of trust that are repeatedly 
stacked, supporting each other and stabilized by the 
keystone placed at the apex. 

 In general, trust is deeply entwined with coopera-
tion and enables our complex social structures. If trust 
is well established and justified, it acts as a sort of 
guarantee (at least with a degree of certainty) that the 
cooperation between individuals will be mutually bene-
ficial in the long term. In turn, positive cooperative ex-
periences can strengthen or affirm trust.

 Trust can exist on multiple levels: you might trust 
person B in their entirety, or you might only trust them 
for a specific task.

[A trusts B] or [A trusts B to do X]

 These interpersonal trust relationships have the 
following building stones:
1.  They are generally built over multiple face-to-face 

interactions.
2.  They involve the trustor and trusted, since some 

kind of reciprocation is required: Trust attitudes 
“come with an implicit RSVP” that is passed back 
and forth. 

3.  There is an underlying assumption in regards to the 
trusted’s intentions and goodwill.

4.  They produce a degree of vulnerability and risk on 
the part of the trustor when placing their future 
situation into the hands of another. 

5.  Trust must be discriminately given so that “cheat-
ers” do not disproportionately benefit; the recipro-
cal relationship should cease, if over time a trusted 
partner never upholds their part of the “deal.”

 If we have solid building stones, we can construct a 
structurally sound arch of trust; it does not simply 
exist, but must be brought into existence through hu-
man actions. If everything is properly in place, it can 
stand the test of time and provide a feeling of security 
facilitating cooperative engagement and risk taking.

What is Trust?

Trust

Cooperation

http://www.ethix.ch
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Innovation Challenges Trust

If trust is fundamentally interpersonal, then why all the 
commotion about trust in technology and innovation? 
Isn’t the core building stone – a trusting human part-
ner – missing? 

 It is undeniable that in the context of innovation and 
technology, the traditional concept of trust becomes 
challenged. The construction of trust may not be as 
straightforward and we must utilize different building 
stones in order to construct trusting relationships.

 If we imagine a person – Sascha – confronted with 
the innovative Technology X that threatens to unbal-
ance the status quo, how might Sascha end up building 
trust? Tech X, as proxy for newness, causes instability 
to varying degrees, and may thereby create a feeling of 
distrust for Sascha, generating the very social environ-

ment that makes trust in innovation difficult. Sascha 
can be seen as having a problem with trust on two lev-
els: the novelty of Tech X and resulting uncertainty, and 
the lack of a dynamic human counterpart.

 First, we must imagine Sascha with personal predis-
positions based on worldviews, ways of behaving, con-
ventions of social action, and sociopolitical institutions, 
as pictured here (“Locus of Trust” adapted from Peder-
sen 2015). These dispositions will come into contact 
with Tech X in a specific time and space, all of which 
shape Sascha’s and Tech X’s unfolding interaction in-
cluding any building or dismantling of trust. What forms 
might trust take in relation to Tech X? And from there, 
taking the image of an arch, what building stones might 
be used in the construction of trust?

Concrete Time & Space
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Conventions of 
Social Action

Institutions and 
Social Structure

The figure is based on Pedersen’s 

(2015) concept “Locus of Trust.” 

It represents factors that impact 

individuals’ dispositions which 

shape how they interact with 

their surroundings and behave. 

Individual dispositions in turn 

come to interact with others’ in a 

specific time, space, and context. 

The interface of all participating 

agents’ dispositions form a “locus 

of trust,” and depending on the 

level of homogeneity (dis)trust will 

be more or less likely to occur.
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We can imagine Sascha’s development of trust in rela-
tion to Tech X taking different forms, though these are 
somewhat artificially teased apart for our analytical 
purposes. Each form moves progressively away from in-
terpersonal trust starting with human mediators, to 
processes of humanizing tech or the technification of 
humans, finally arriving at trust in a technology itself. 
Each trust scenario described could stand alone, but 
can certainly overlap with others in reality. Which forms 
trust takes will depend on contextual factors.

Human Mediators 
(Leaders, Creators, and Facilitators)
In this case, Sascha may default to a human 
contact that is connected to Tech X. Instead 

of directly trusting Tech X, Sascha trusts the leader of 
Tech X’s company, the researchers or designers behind 
Tech X and/or those implementing or using the technol-
ogy. A few examples include:
•  Sascha may have followed many articles, news clips, 

or podcasts from the CEO. Thereby Sascha comes to 
believe that the CEO shares worldviews and values, 
and therefore has good intentions towards her/his 
customers. 

•  Tech X may be used by someone else, let’s say a doc-
tor. Sascha has had reliable health outcomes and the 
doctor seems to be invested in these: the doctor is a 
trusted party and therefore Tech X seems more trust-
worthy. 

•  Sascha may have trusted family or friends who, based 
on their own experiences, vouch for Tech X. Because 
Sascha trusts them, the information they give is con-
sidered trustworthy and beneficial and Tech X be-
comes trustworthy. 

Decentralized Networks
Sascha can get inputs from diverse individ-
uals without having a direct relation with 
them. By having many individuals involved 

in reviewing, discussing or using Tech X, a consensus 
about its trustworthiness can be created, based on 
which Sascha may be more likely to trust. This could oc-
cur, for example, if Tech X is reviewed by over 100 indi-
viduals and given a quantified rating. As an additional 
consideration, the more Sascha sees ways of attribut-
ing similarity, the more trust becomes facilitated. Take 
these two hypothetical reviews Sascha might read on-
line:

1.   Tech X really came through for me and has been ex-
cellent!

2.   As a 25 year old self-proclaimed inventor and DIY 
enthusiast, I can say that Tech X really works for me 
and has been excellent.

 Compared to the first, the second review allows 
Sascha to attribute (dis)similarity with the reviewer 
based on whether or not Sascha is around the same age 
and a DIY enthusiast. Creating tech that has a mul-
ti-vocality means that Sascha does not have to trust 
Tech X or the Company, but rather can build trust 
through many others’ opinions and the values they, at 
least seem to, find important. However, these systems 
can be manipulated, rather than supported, by other 
users and amplify their possible impact (e.g. fake re-
views, paid-to-play). 

What does Trust in Innovation 
Look Like?

 

http://www.ethix.ch
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Company Reputation
Trusting in the organization or company 
that investigates, produces, and sells Tech 
X is one way to facilitate trust for Sascha. 

Sascha may have had many small interactions with the 
company including products which have been reliable, 
positive interpersonal customer service interactions, 
and has had the company vouched for by close friends 
and family. All these experiences have affirmed that the 
Company actually stands by its stated values and mis-
sion statement. Not to mention that, Sascha can feel 
reassured that Tech X is backed by regulatory assur-
ances. For example, there is a money back guarantee 
and, with more recent developments, the government 
has been holding companies legally accountable for ac-
cidents involving Tech X. This was not the case for a 
while, since Tech X’s innovative features outpaced reg-
ulation for some time. In the end Sascha trusts the 
company and by extension Tech X.

Making Tech Human-like
Over time, Sascha comes to imbue Tech X 
with humanesque qualities and imagines a 
human trust partner into existence. 

Through a process of anthropomorphizing, Sascha be-
gins behaving towards Tech X that reflects, at least 
partially, communication with actual people. It creates 
a form of quasi-trust since Tech X is not actually an 
agentive person. Nevertheless, Sascha has a feeling of 
human-to-human interaction without it really existing 
and experiences a trust-like relationship. 

Tech as an Extension of Humanity
From the very start, Sascha’s interaction 
with Tech X occurs within an already exist-
ing network of human-technology relation-

ships. Technology is not ‘out there,’ but is an extension 
of Sascha and other individuals. Tech X is trusted be-
cause of its interpersonal nature and its integral part 
in Sascha’s sense of self. For Sascha Tech X as an arti-
fact cannot be disentangled from what it means to be 
human and it thereby develops an interpersonal na-
ture. 

Tech as an Independent Artifact
Can Sascha trust Tech X in and of itself? If 
Tech X is independent from humans or or-
ganizations – can it be trustworthy? Most 

certainly Sascha could come to rely on Tech X if it per-
forms consistently and the way it is meant to. Sascha 
can therefore experience confidence that Tech X will 
display a certain trait or behavior which leads to pre-
dictable patterns. Sascha may consider Tech X to be 
trustworthy based on its reliability, but would not de-
velop a fully trusting relationship.

 We can imagine a step further: what if there are 
fully automated technologies that behave independently 
and have their own intentions? Though currently not 
the case, if we come to the point of having innovative 
technology that can be said to have intentions and en-
gage in dynamic unfolding relationships with humans: 
would Sascha then be in a place to have trust in it? 

http://www.ethix.ch
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Reliance
Reliability establishes predictability, so 
that an individual is confident that someone 
will display an expected trait or action 

which establishes predictability. On its own, however, 
reliance is neutral and does not include an evaluation 
of intentions, goodwill, or values.

 In relation to technological innovations, this is per-
haps where trust has been somewhat misused. Let’s 
take a car – that is still undergoing innovative transi-
tions today (e.g. self-driving cars). We can rely on our 
car: it predictably turns on in the morning, has func-
tioning parts, and has a light that warns us when we 
need to change the oil. This helps us feel certain. How-
ever, the car by itself has no intentions in regards to 
those features and functions. And, as of yet, even cars 
with driverless functionality (such as new Tesla models) 
are far from an AI that could be said to have any kind 
of agentive intention or goodwill. Therefore reliability 
is involved in trust, but is not equal to trust by itself.

Certainty
The degree of certainty a potential trustor 
perceives plays a large role in the develop-
ment of (dis)trust because it informs the fu-

ture-oriented predictions we make. While each individ-
ual will have their own personal threshold, in general as 
certainty of goodwill and future oriented outcomes in-
creases, so will the likelihood of trust. However, if it 
becomes a hundred percent certainty, trust is no longer 
necessary, since vulnerability on part of the trustor is 
removed.

What does Trust in Innovation 
Mean? 

Let us come back to trust as the construction of our imagined arch in which each 

supporting building stone operates in unison with the others. From Sascha’s trust 

experiences, we can extrapolate and identify various building stones that may be 

used to foster trust in relation to innovation. Finally, the keystone placed at the 

apex, carries most of the weight and usually has a unique wedge shape that allows 

it sit tight in its position. Each building stone can be an alone standing block, but 

does not equate trust by itself. The building stones and the keystone will connect 

and stand with the others to inform, construct, and uphold trust relationship.

No Trust:
Too much Risk

 0%

Trust
Possible

Certainty

No Trust
Needed

          100% 
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Transparency
Transparency offers one way to better sup-
port the degree of certainty an individual 
has, or to strengthen a common under-

standing in the process of giving (dis)trust. However, 
what is being made transparent, why it is being done, 
and to whom will certainly impact the efficacy of trans-
parency in trust relationships. Just as with reliability, 
transparency does not, in and of itself, promote any 
feelings of good- or ill will. The belief that being trans-
parent is a show of good intentions is only partially jus-
tified. The concept of “having nothing to hide” is not 
congruent with actively sharing worldviews and values 
on the basis of which we generally form trust, though it 
certainly plays a part. 
 
 For example, the code for an algorithm could be 
made transparently available to the public, but that 
alone does not, by itself, reveal with what intentions 
and for what purpose it was created. Nor does access 
to a code necessarily mean much to a more generalized 
audience who would have to rely on another program-
mer to be a kind of “whistleblower” if things did not 
look right – a process that is not easily accomplished. 

 Transparency can serve trust when certain kinds of 
goals, intentions, or values are made transparent and 
followed through on. However, if we emphasize that 
trust is entwined with vulnerability and risk, complete 
transparency would actually remove those elements 
and move towards complete certainty scenarios where 
trust becomes obsolete. 

Third party regulation
Trust, outside of familiar interpersonal set-
tings, can be difficult to foster and so more 
formal processes can come into play. An ex-

ternal entity can offer a security net that provides 
higher degrees of certainty. Contractual relationships 
and regulations can either help develop trust between 
unknown parties or, at times, supersede the need for 

trust because the relationship is being regulated in 
other ways. Examples would include signed contracts, 
laws, or other norms such as handshakes or sworn 
oaths.

Information from trusted partners 
Information that an individual receives will 
be more or less believable and trusted de-
pending on how credible the context and 

source (person) of information are considered to be. 
Sources of information can be established or discred-
ited as believable depending on their track record for 
providing accurate and useful information in the past 
as well as the level of attachment between the (dis)trust-
ing parties. If someone you trust tells you X is trustwor-
thy, you are more likely to extend trust to X.

Ethos of Trust
In many aspects of our lives, there is said to 
be an “ethos of trust”. It arises from an ex-
tension of trust to individuals that are not 

personally known, creating a social climate of general-
ized trust. When individuals share a reality, there is a 
greater sense of cohesion within the social group of 
reference. An ethos of trust is more likely to occur if 
individuals have high levels of interpersonal trust, in 
turn making future trust relationships easier to estab-
lish. This often happens as standards of living, happi-
ness, well-being and health increase within a group. 

http://www.ethix.ch
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Perceived Similarity
Each individual comes with their own his-
tory and cultural baggage, including world-
views, individual behaviors, larger conven-

tions of social actions, and experience with sociopolit-
ical institutions. One can imagine a person “carrying” 
their own dispositions into each possible trust rela-
tionship they engage in which comes to interact with 
other involved parties. The more individuals perceive 
an overlap with their own categories and therefore 
similarity, the more likely they are to experience prima 
facie trust (in-the-moment trust based on gut reac-
tions and various stereotypes). The less similarity, the 
more deliberate choice is involved in trust which could 
also be seen as a more justified form of attributing 
trustworthiness long-term. However similarity by itself 
does not produce trust. 

Keystone: values
Just like the center keystone in an arch, values carry 
the most weight. A good keystone can keep the struc-
ture stable, even when other external forces cause 
shifting and tensions. It’s unique wedge shape, allows 
it to slide tightly into place and take the brunt edge of 
the forces. 

 Values inform what we believe ought to be done or 
how we should behave, defining what big-picture inten-
tions a person, company, or innovation incorporates. 
Trust is ultimately about beneficial intentions, good-
will, and shared worldviews that depend upon values, 
which create positive and meaningful human connec-
tions. Without these intentions and values, the whole 
structure of trust is unsturdy and in danger of collaps-
ing. They provide the underlying assurances and prom-
ises that are being offered to consumers and clients 
which in turn impact future-oriented predictions.
 Trust is therefore based on the values that a com-
pany/organisation wishes to uphold and the subse-
quent detailing of how to incorporate these values into 
daily and long-term business processes, as well as 
product or service features. For example, a key value 
may be upholding individuals’ autonomy. First, a work-
ing definition for autonomy must be developed that ac-
tually functions within the context in which it will be 
used. Then, an analysis of how autonomy becomes re-
flected (or not) in the work processes and product, es-
tablishes an action plan on which the company/organi-
zation operates to better ensure that autonomy is up-
held.

http://www.ethix.ch
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Trust, at its core, is a deeply human experience that is 
about human interactions, whether they are direct or 
mediated by other processes listed above. Trust will 
circle back to intentions and values and shared hori-
zons based on these. Each of the listed ingredients will 
interact with others within a specific time, space, and 
innovation. 

 A company’s well established values can impact its 
organisational and products’ relationship with custom-
ers and increase a sustainable, reciprocal relationship.

 Two key things will play a role:
1.  What are the values behind the innovation and how 

do they become manifested in innovations?
2.  The congruence between a customer’s position and 

the values offered to them.

 Finding common ground based on values can help 
(re-)establish trust when it involves technological inno-
vation and digital processes. It does this by emphasiz-
ing the “why?” behind what we are doing (e.g. the good-
will behind our actions) as well as providing common 
goals and a unifying sense of purpose in relation to fu-
ture outcomes. In other words, a common value base 
lets us cooperate in the face of risks.

 Establishing a core set of values for an individual, 
company, or technology and consistently acting on 
these can support an authentic, empathetic approach 
that rests upon a stable logic which is: 
-  essential for building a mission/strategy and com-

pany culture
-  helpful for a company to communicate clearly to cus-

tomers and other stakeholders and thereby win new 
customers

-  beneficial in recruiting, gives employees meaning/mo-
tivation for their work.

 Engaging ethical values to clarify one’s positionality 
and being open about what these are, brings an orien-
tation to the innovative process: an orientation that, 
grounded in relatable values, can help to build trust by 
infusing a highly mechanical process with humanity. 
With the understanding that innovation is the impera-
tive of our times, ethix grapples with what trust in an 
innovative context might look like and when it is ethi-
cally defensible. 

 ethix can help your company/organization develop a 
values-oriented foundation by accompanying you along 
this creative process with a diverse, professional team. 

Start building Trust: How ethix 
can help!

http://www.ethix.ch
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